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Supply Chain Control Tower – Revisited   

Control Tower Definition 

The term “control tower” has been bantered about in supply chain circles as a buzz phrase over much of 

the last decade. Software vendors have frequently used the term to bolster sales, touting it as a modern-

day version of “snake oil” that can treat all supply chain ills. To complicate things vendors even came up 

with their own unique control tower definitions. Various flavors of SC towers and cockpits were 

marketed across both supply chain planning and execution e.g., SC planning, Logistics and Transportation. 

Gartner, in a recent report, says that the definition of “control tower” remains confusing and is often 

misinterpreted. The term means different things to different people to this day, creating confusion for 

buyers, and sometimes distracting from a focus on more tangible supply chain planning capabilities. 

It’s not surprising though why the control tower concept has garnered so much attention. What supply 

chain executive wouldn’t be interested in buying a platform that could easily integrate and provide 

visibility across a complex and stove-piped network. Such a platform would support more responsive and 

better-informed decisions, key to effectively navigating the challenges of today’s dynamic supply chains. 

Imbalances could be visualized in the aggregate, with drill-down capability to bring them to actionable 

level. The platform would also provide comparison of alternate solution scenarios and decision-making in 

a collaborative planning environment.  

Unfortunately, there is still no accepted market definition of what a control tower is, nor a list of key 

features to drive a buying decision. Gartner now defines control tower as a “concept combining five 

elements — people, process, data, and organization supported by a set of technology-enabled capabilities 

for transparency and coordination”. The definition is similar to the classical SC operating model 

framework but includes a short list of technology enablers that have often been associated with control 

towers previously.  

These “control-tower-like” capabilities include:  

• Simulation – use rapid scenario planning to evaluate E2E impacts from multiple alternatives 

• Collaboration – support an environment where internal SC and trading partner are proactively 

involved in day-to-day planning, and contribute to decision making  
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• Interactive dashboard – facilitate responsive problem-solving using aggregate and drill-to-detail 

features  

• Exception alerting – bring attention to the critical few vs. the trivial many e.g., capacity, inventory, 

and order level alerts 

• Artificial Intelligence w/ Automation – apply machine learning and automation to SC planning 

Once upon a time, these capabilities were bleeding edge, only envisioned to be carried out in a futuristic 

“cockpit” setting. Many of these are capabilities are now considered to be foundational and standard fare. 

Newer capabilities like machine learning and automation have proved to be valuable additions for 

enhancing SC planning performance e.g., bots being used to improve planner efficiency and ML being 

applied to demand planning as well as to fine-tuning of supply planning parameters.  

Recommendations 

There are still no detailed standards for “control-tower-type” application capabilities today – so where do 

we go from here? We recommend that supply chain leaders focus on the more definable constituents of 

Gartner’s concept definition and not get hung up on the nebulous “control tower” term itself. Gartner 

distributed a brief in late 2018 entitled “Don’t Believe the Control Tower Hype - Buyer Beware” which is 

still a prudent heads-up today. Hopefully the “heads up” has helped redirect executive attention to a 

more holistic and pragmatic view of supply chain operational model competencies, limiting distraction 

from the latest buzz-phrase of the day.  

Supply chain executives, though, should continue to strive for many of original capabilities associated with 

the “control tower” i.e., more timely / expansive E2E visibility, more responsive and better-informed 

decisions, and increased collaboration, etc. However, they need to be careful to introduce technology 

enablers when the time is right, and with realistic expectations – unfortunately there still isn’t a 

technology panacea out there. Technology needs to be implanted in a logical sequence, closely aligned 

with the current supply chain maturity level. The people, process, and data constituents will need to be in 

place before expecting tangible results from advanced technology investments. For example, trying to 

implement ML without skilled planning resources or launching near-real time decision making without an 

adequate data layer will prove to be a frustrating experience. The fallout from such an exercise would be 

far reaching, laying change management obstacles in place for future initiatives.  

If the time is right, evaluate the capabilities of the planning platform you own first before buying the next 

shiny thing in the marketing pipeline. If you have a relatively modern planning solution it may already have 

the technology needed but just not implemented. If you need new technology look first at the all-in-one 

SC planning platforms positioned as leaders in Gartner’s latest magic quadrant – perhaps with a bias 

somewhat towards “ability to execute” vs. “completeness of vision”.  

Kinaxis RapidResponse   

Kinaxis has been recognized as a leader in Gartner’s magic quadrants for both “Supply Chain System of 

Record” and “S&OP” over the last several years. These reviews have assessed many of the “control-

tower-like” capabilities described in Gartner’s new Control Tower concept definition. The following is a 

line-up of Kinaxis’ functionality against these “control-tower-like” capabilities.   

• Simulation 
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o Kinaxis is well known for its rapid scenario planning and concurrent E2E planning 

capabilities.  

o The platform is based on an “in-memory” planning engine and proprietary data base 

specifically engineered to allow for efficient comparison of alternate scenarios   

o Provides for comparative scoring of scenarios using key service, operational, and financial 

metrics.  

• Collaboration  

o Kinaxis provides a unique team-based collaboration function that allows for spontaneous 

team interactions, with sharing of alternative scenarios and reports, and advanced 

messaging 

o The platform also provides for trading partner collaboration functionality that provides for 

in-system near-real time interaction e.g., PO and forecast collaboration, customer forecast 

collaboration, etc. 

• Interactive dashboard 

o Kinaxis provides a variety of customizable user interfaces including workbooks, 

worksheets, charts, and dashboards 

o Dashboards can be used to present SC “cockpits” with widgets oriented to specific 

planning and executive roles 

▪ Provides visualization of relevant metrics, charts, and problem areas  

▪ “Tree Maps” are used for issue visualization at aggregate levels with built in drill- 

down capability to get to actionable detail    

• Exception alerting  

o The platform allows for in-system and email alerting based on metrics with specifically 

calibrated exception tolerances 

• Artificial Intelligence w/ Automation 

o Kinaxis has embraced machine learning with current features supporting setting of supply 

planning parameters e.g., lead times, yields as well as newer capabilities around demand 

planning 

o Kinaxis use automation chains are used to reduce effort associate with data changes and 

planning execution 

Kinaxis aligns well with these “control-tower-like” capabilities but more importantly put them all together 

in one platform that delivers substantial business benefit. Kinaxis’ unique responsive planning capabilities 

will prove a true competitive advantage for supply chain executives in meeting the challenges associated 

with today’s volatile supply chains. The platform has been purposely engineered for “in-memory” speed 

and comparative scenario planning. These are key enablers for the level of responsiveness needed to 

address the dynamic demand swings and unforeseen supply disruptions.   

Rapid scenario planning capability is complemented with concurrent E2E planning visibility. Concurrent 

planning allows SC leaders the ability to visualize cross-functional planning impacts in near-real time, no 

longer dependent on the long run times associated with linear programming processing, common with 

legacy applications. A change in demand with immediately trigger a response from supply and distribution 

planning. 

E2E concurrent planning also provides an opportunity for companies to improve planning organization 

efficiencies and “do more with less”. Kinaxis, given its concurrent, cross functional perspective, no longer 

requires planners to be organized by function e.g., Demand Planners, Supply Planners, MRP Planners, and 
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Distribution planners, etc. The new concept of the “Network Planner” has been enabled by Kinaxis and 

adopted by leading CPG companies. Network planners are assigned responsibilities across multiple 

functions in the SC network, supporting greater planning efficiency, while maintaining a high degree of 

planner productivity. 

 

About Spinnaker: 

Spinnaker is a supply chain services company that helps clients grow, manage risk, reduce costs, and improve 

customer service by developing world-class supply chain capabilities. Our services help clients develop the 

right supply chain strategy for their business challenges and implement the process and technology solutions 

to improve Demand/Supply Planning, Procurement and Sourcing, Logistics and Warehousing, and Reverse 

Logistics business performance. Spinnaker offers a unique service delivery model that combines the strength 

of deeply experienced management and technology consultants with a seasoned team of business process 

outsourcing (BPO) and 3rd-party logistics (3PL) professionals. Founded in 2002, Spinnaker has offices in 

Boston, Columbus, Denver, Houston, Memphis, Pittsburgh, London, and Singapore. 

Contact Us: 

 

Phone: 877-466-0745 

Email: info@spinnakermgmt.com 
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